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Figure 2: 
Vertical profiles 
of moisture 
transport into 
Europe and into 
Africa. Europe is 
viewed from the 
west. 
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Our findings in more detail
Example: changing transport of Europe

● In this instance European and African moisture transports are 
shown (however, plots were generated for all continents).

● Direction of moisture transport generally remains the same. 
● But have become more intense in C21 compared to C20. 
● Here weakening of landward transports (indicating drying) only 

along western coast of Iberian Peninsula.

Summary of atmospheric moisture budgets
● Budgets shown for all land areas in Fig.3.
● Increase for all larger land masses and most of the islands. 
● Only few smaller regions experience decrease in water supply.

Summary
• Continental rainfall is determined by atmospheric 
moisture transports from ocean to land.

• Future changes of continental precipitation depend 
on changes of these transports. 

• We have used high resolution climate model data to 
calculate ocean to land moisture transports and to 
investigate where exactly changes of transports 
take place along the continental boundaries. 

• We found total moisture transport and moisture 
budgets (and thus continental rainfall) increase.

Current and future drivers of 
continental rainfall

Why is this research 
important? 

● Intensity and character of precipitation to a large extend 
determined by the availability of atmospheric moisture. 

● Thus understanding changes in atmospheric moisture transports is 
key to understanding changing characteristics of precipitation.

● Warmer air can hold more moisture than colder air. 
● As a consequence atmospheric humidity and moisture transports  

increase in an anthropogenically warmed world.

● In this study we explicitly investigate changes of transports from 
ocean to land (globally across the shorelines).

● Knowledge of changing transport patterns is important for 
preparing human societies against threats associated with 
changing precipitation patterns.
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Key findings
Using a state of the art high resolution climate model we found:

• An intensification of moisture transports in response to 
increasing CO2 concentration.

• This intensification is found for land- and seaward transports 
• Apart from few exception the patterns of moisture transports 

remain similar but are more intense.
• Landward transports increase stronger than seaward transports, 

resulting continental budgets (and precipitation) also increase.

What did we do?
● First time to use high resolution global climate models to study 

landward moisture transports under increased atmospheric CO2. 
● Can represent in great detail important atmospheric variables 

such as wind and humidity.
● Thus the vertical profiles of in- and outward moisture transports 

toward land are well represented.
● For example, the landward transports along the western European 

coast associated to the North Atlantic storm track are well 
reproduced by the model (Fig.2).  
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Figure 3: 
Changes in  
moisture 
budgets of 
the Earth's 
landmasses 
from MT 
and PE.  
Unit is 
kg · 
year−1 · m−2.

Figure 1: Skematic of increased moisture transport into the tropical convective 
regions with climate warming. a vertical profile in cooler 20th century (red line) 
and b in a warmed end of 21st century (blue line). Shaded areas denote 
additional in- and outward transport. Blue – red area is additional precipitation.
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